Hyaluronan viscosupplementation: state of the art and insight into the novel cooperative hybrid complexes based on high and low molecular weight HA of potential interest in osteoarthritis treatment
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Summary

Osteoarthritis (OA) represents a group of chronic, painful, disabling conditions affecting synovial joints. It is characterized by degeneration of articular cartilage, alterations of peri-articular and subchondral bone, low-grade synovial inflammation (synovitis). Despite OA is commonly described as a non-inflammatory disease, it is known that its progression and the subsequent increment of symptoms correlate to the production of inflammatory factors that induce the secretion of enzymes responsible for cartilage degradation. In clinical practice, to alleviate pain and stiffness, not only during acute phases but also as maintenance therapy, intra-articular injections of corticosteroids or similar drugs are used, besides it is well diffused the viscosupplementation procedure based on hyaluronan gel. There are many different products containing high molecular weight linear HA or cross-linked derivatives, however the novelty in the field consist in the hybrid cooperative complexes derived from high and low molecular weight HA through a patented processing. This technique permit to double the amount of HA delivered to the injured site without increasing the injected volume, beside in vitro assay on human chondrocytes suggested hybrid complexes as effective in the modulation of several inflammatory cytokines in joints.
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Hyaluronan (HA) and other glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), naturally present in the extracellular matrix, play an important role in the cartilage functions and joints. HA is a heteropolysaccharide consisting of tandem repeats of D-glucuronic acid and N-acetyl glucosamine and is abundantly present in the synovial fluid, where it can help to lubricate joints toward a smooth motion (1). Osteoarthritis (OA), also known as a degenerative joint disease, is characterized by a gradual loss of cartilage. However there are other important contributing factors, including obesity (which increases mechanical stress), history of joint trauma or repetitive joint use, genetics (innate and acquired), metabolic disorders, muscle weakness, underlying anatomical and orthopedic disorders (e.g. congenital hip dislocation), joint infection, crystal deposition, and a variety of bone turnover and blood clotting disorders (1, 2). Recently, scientific interest is beginning to focus on associations with sex hormones, obesity, and physical activity to determine whether factors including estrogen, weight management and protection during sport and exercise can be used as treatment for postmenopausal women with OA. Also the latter has an important inflammatory component due to several cytokines production in synovial fluid (3). These inflammatory factors drive the production and secretion of metalloproteinases, collagenases, and similar hydrolytic enzymes that mediate destruction of aging cartilage. In current years, the only clinical therapy applied is represented by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) (4). Intra-articular injection of corticosteroids-like molecules may alleviate both pain and stiffness, not only during acute phases (episodic pain peaks) but also as maintenance therapy (5). Considering the increment of patients around the world, effective and reliable solutions are needed as alternative to traditional treatments. Since, it is reported that women with OA have lower levels of hyaluronic acid in their synovial fluid, currently, viscosupplementation (4) is an established medical concept to restore the rheological features and homeostasis into synovial fluid of osteoarthritic joints through the injection of hyaluronic acid at different doses (6). Generally the major drawbacks of linear HA exploitation is its short half-life in vivo rapid degradation due to enzymatic attack, but also to free radicals and other mechanisms (5). For this reason, scientific community aimed to design chemically cross-linked HA (7) for improving its in situ permanence, providing long-term stability. Composite of CS-alginate-hyaluronan have been evaluate as scaffold for the development of cartilage regeneration. In vitro experiments showed neo cartilage formation (8) while implanted scaffold led to partial repair of cartilage defect in vivo (9). In vitro studies proved that cross-linked HA is more stable to BTH (bovine testicular hyaluronidases). In fact, the Authors reported that even HA formulations with a low cross-linking degree needed 10-fold of BTH amounts to complete degradation (6). It is widely reported that biochemical alterations caused by OA involve in the mechanical alterations of the synovial fluid specifically rheological and viscoelastic properties. In fact, both HA molecular weight and concentration decrease, hamper cartilage functionality consequently resulting into pain and even disability (10, 11). The viscous and elastic behavior of hyaluro-
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nan solutions have been studied to better address the pathological treatments. The first studies of Balazs et al. (12) introduced rheological parameters to compare different preparations/formulations, towards better indications of in vivo applications. In particular, the visco-elastic properties of synovial fluid are described by the elastic modulus (G') and viscous modulus (G'\(\nu\)) as a function of frequency. Synovial fluid should provide the required viscoelastic response to compression and tangential forces arising in everyday life, allowing cartilage-cartilage contact and increasing wear of the joint surface. Several factors affect the viscosity and thus lubricant function of this anionic molecules in their hydrated state, such as pH, chain length, molecular weight, cross-linking degree, and chemical modifications (11). Intra-articular treatment with un-cross-linked HA and cross-linked HA respectively, are widely diffused nowadays (14). However, despite generally encouraging outcomes, mechanical stimulation is one of the major regulators known to maintain in situ cartilage integrity and function. In particular, specialized bioreactors are capable of reproducing a joint-like surrounding than to compression, shear and fluid flow. According to the Authors (10), the mechano-transduction plays a pivotal role in synovial joints, thus the more the system may reproduce joint kinematics, the more robust will be the predictive outcome in vivo. In the last years, literature reports different clinical studies focused on OA and HA treatment. In fact clinical trials have demonstrated the efficacy and tolerability of intra-articular HA for the treatment of pain. For example, Migliore et al. reported that three injections of commercial cross-linked HA can reduce knee pain up to 6 months (6). Taken together these considerations, we could highlight that numerous papers referred to cross-linked hyaluronic: water-soluble carbodiimide cross-linking, polyvalent hydrazide cross-linking, divinyl sulfone (DVS) cross-linking, disulfide cross-linking and photo-crosslinking of hydrogels through glycidyl methacrylate-HA conjugation have been introduced for tissue engineering applications of HA and are available as viscosupplements for intra-synovial injection (15, 16). Nevertheless, a concern is rising on the use of chemically modified hyaluronan (13), beside there is growing scientific emphasis for modulation of HA activity based on its molecular weight (15). In this respect, hybrid cooperative HA complexes, produced through a patented technology, represent a new and valuable alternative, permitting to deliver the double of the HA amount in the same volume with a contained and even reduced dynamic viscosity. In particular, D’Agostino et al. (2015) (17) reported the efficiency of hybrid complexes (H-HA; MW 1200 ± 200 kDa and L-HA: Mw = 100 ± 5 kDa) molecular weight hyaluronic acid on a scratch in vitro model. Interestingly, H-HA/L-HA hybrid complexes improved the reparation process compared to control and even HHA alone. In our preliminary in vitro studies, innovative complexes reduced inflammation in primary chondrocytes proving the reduction of specific biomarkers such as TNF-\(\alpha\) and IL-6 analyzed at transcriptional (quantitative Real Time PCR) and protein level. These innovative hybrid cooperative HA complexes due to their outstanding biochemical and biophysical features and to the remarkable biological action could represent a valuable alternative to cross-linked HA for different biomedical device applications.
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